Connecting the foot controller


device is equipped with 3 types of jacks. Wiring diagrams for these jacks are shown in the troubleshooting section.

How to operate the foot controller

You can change the DRIVE value using the EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack. When using the foot controller, you can also use the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack. The pedals are not connected to the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack when the pedal is not connected.

Using the expression pedals

You can change the DRIVE value using the EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack. When using the foot controller, you can also use the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack. The pedals are not connected to the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack when the pedal is not connected.

About WARNING and CAUTION Notes

WARNING

Do not disassemble or modify parts. Do not expose to moisture or extreme temperatures. Do not expose to dirt or dust.

Do not operate in parts to exceed their rated input. Do not expose to moisture or extreme temperatures. Do not expose to dirt or dust.

Do not use in areas where the volume level is below the minimum volume level. Do not expose to moisture or extreme temperatures. Do not expose to dirt or dust.

Do not place in areas where the volume level is below the minimum volume level. Do not expose to moisture or extreme temperatures. Do not expose to dirt or dust.

Always observe the following

Management of cables

Do not place the unit in areas where the volume level is below the minimum volume level. Do not expose to moisture or extreme temperatures. Do not expose to dirt or dust.

Do not place in areas where the volume level is below the minimum volume level. Do not expose to moisture or extreme temperatures. Do not expose to dirt or dust.

Do not place in areas where the volume level is below the minimum volume level. Do not expose to moisture or extreme temperatures. Do not expose to dirt or dust.

Using the EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack

The EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack is for controlling the volume. When using the foot controller, you can also use the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack. The pedals are not connected to the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack when the pedal is not connected.

Setting MINIMUM VOLUME of an expression pedal

With an expression pedal connected, the EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack cannot be controlled from the EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack. With this jack, you can control the DRIVE value.

VOLUME Jack

This jack is for controlling the volume. The EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack cannot be controlled from the VOLUME jack. With this jack, you can control the DRIVE value.

Effects of using an expression pedal

When using a stereo cable, you can also use the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack. The pedals are not connected to the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack when the pedal is not connected.

Use of the foot controller

You can change the DRIVE value using the EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack. When using the foot controller, you can also use the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack. The pedals are not connected to the FOOT CONTROL/LINK IN jack when the pedal is not connected.

The foot controller can be mounted on the GA FOOT CONTROL jack, but you cannot control the DRIVE value.

EXP PEDAL VOLUME jack (1/4-inch TRS phone type)
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KNOWLEDGE
エクスプレッション・ペダル（Roland EV-5、BOSS FV-500L、BOSS FV-500H：別売）を接続すると、ペダルを使ってDRIVEの値と音量を変化させることができます。

VOLUME端子
音量を調節します。ボリューム奏法やミュートが可能です。

値まで調節できます。ペダルを完全に踏み込んだときにパネル上のつまみで設定したドライブの値まで調節できます。

エクスプレッション・ペダルのMINIMUM VOLUMEつまみで、ペダルを戻したときの値（最下限値）を設定することができます。

また、下記の点にご注意ください。

使い方を変える場合、接続コードやケーブルは煩雑にならないように配慮してください。
コードやケーブル類は、お子様の手が届かない場所に設置してください。

以下の指示を必ず守ってください。